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THE FOGHORN ECHOES

Danny Ramadan
A devastating novel about broken relationships, the
promises we’re unable to keep and living with the
ghosts of your past

Hussam and Wassim are teenage boys living in Syria during
America’s 2003 invasion of Iraq. When a surprise discovery
results in tragedy, their lives, and those of their families, are
shattered. Wassim promises Hussam his protection, but ten
years into the future, he has failed to keep his promise. Wassim
is on the streets, seeking shelter from both the city and the
civil war storming his country. Meanwhile Hussam, now
on the other side of the world, remains haunted by his own
ghosts, doing his utmost to drown them out with every vice
imaginable.
Split between war-torn Damascus and Vancouver, The Foghorn
Echoes is a tragic love story about coping with shared traumatic
experience and devastating separation. As Hussam and Wassim
come to terms with the past, they begin to realise the secret that
haunts them is not the only secret that formed them.
‘Contemporary, mystical, timeless . . . The Foghorn Echoes
gives me a similar feeling to that which I had with The
Kite Runner, of characters haunted by love and hunted
by loss, across oceans, timelines and warzones. The story
is so specific, yet it speaks of all love. When I finished The
Foghorn Echoes, I felt that I had read a fiction which was
unquestionably, undeniably true’ Lemn Sissay
‘The Foghorn Echoes is a deeply moving book about conflict
both internal and external, the ways in which cold accidents
– of birth, of place, of time – can leave a human being at
war with their own desires, their own sense of self. Danny
Ramadan is a gifted, sensitive excavator of the things that
break people and put them back together, the past as
weight and lightness. In this novel he has created a world of
immense sensory and emotional precision, at once true in
its living details and yet electric with the presence of ghosts’
Omar El Akkad
UK Publication: September 2022
Rights Held: World excl. Canada
(Viking)
Other Rights: Ron Eckel,
CookeMcDermid Agency

‘I’ve read many stories about love and war.
Few have moved me this much. The Foghorn
Echoes is marvellous: subtle but dramatic,
tender but urgent, and beautifully written.
I’ll be thinking about it for a very long time’
Dina Nayeri
Praise for Danny Ramadan:
‘There are moments and scenes of intense clarity
and poignancy that will stop readers in their
tracks’ Irish Times
‘A remarkable read. Danny Ramadan opens a
world for his readers and guides them through it
with sensitivity and suspense’ Bernhard Schlink
‘Studded with the kind of graceful poetry
that makes the most hardened heart soar like
a silktail . . . Ramadan has gifted his readers
with a resistance manifesto coded with love’
Diriye Osman

DANNY RAMADAN is an award-winning Syrian-Canadian author, public speaker, storyteller and
LGBTQ-refugee activist. His debut novel The Clothesline Swing won the Independent Publisher
Book Award for Gay/Lesbian/Bi/Trans Fiction, was shortlisted for the Evergreen Award and the
Sunburst Award and was named as a finalist for the Gay Fiction Category in the Lambda Awards.
He is also the author of a children’s picture book, Salma the Syrian Chef. Danny also translated
Raif Badawi's 1000 Lashes: Because I Say What I Think and has published two collections of short
stories in Arabic. He was awarded the StandOut Award for his social activism, the 2018 RBC’s
Top Immigrant in Canada Award, and the Bonham Centre Award for Excellency. He lives in
5
Vancouver with his husband.
@TheDannyRamadan | dannyramadan.com
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‘When writing is this honest, it soars’ Yrsa Daley-Ward
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‘A wonderfully funny, gripping and inventive novel’
The Times

‘A masterpiece . . . Matt Haig is a supreme talent and a writer
DEREK OWUSU is a writer, poet and podcaster from North London.
UK Publication:
November
to cherish, and
The Humans is undoubtedly his magnum
In 2016, he joined the multi-award winning literature podcast Mostly
2022 opus’ Guardian
Lit. He also produced the well-received This Is Spoke podcast for
Rights Held: World
Penguin Random House and Freemantle Media. He has written for
Other‘Extraordinary’
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the Big Issue, i and more. His essay on Black men and insecurities
Mahey-Morgan, OWN IT!
was the second-most read article on Media Diversified in 2018, and
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NONE OF THIS IS SERIOUS

Catherine Prasifka
A sharp and addictive modern debut set in Dublin,
about female friendship and our obsession with being
online – from an exciting new voice in Irish fiction

Picked as ‘One To Watch’ for
2022 Irish Times, Stylist and Irish
Independent

Dublin student life is ending for Sophie and her friends. They’ve
got everything figured out, and Sophie feels left behind as they
all start to go their separate ways. She’s overshadowed by her
best friend Grace. She’s been in love with Finn for as long as
she’s known him. And she’s about to meet Rory, who’s suddenly
available to her online.
At a party, what was already unstable completely falls apart and
Sophie finds herself obsessively scrolling social media, waiting
for something (anything) to happen.
None of This Is Serious is about the uncertainty and absurdity of
being alive today. It’s about balancing the real world with the
online, and the vulnerabilities in yourself, your relationships,
your body. At its heart, this is a novel about the friendships
strong enough to withstand anything.
Perfect for fans of Sally Rooney, Raven Leilani, Emma Jane
Unsworth and Naoise Dolan among others.
‘A beautifully written original take on how we’re all guilty
of taking refuge online as the world around us becomes
increasingly confusing’ Stylist, Fiction Books You Can’t Miss
in 2022
‘As we adapt to our increasingly online lives, Catherine
Prasifka’s debut is the antidote we never knew we needed.
We meet Sophie, Prasifka’s ultra-relatable protagonist,
at a precarious time in her life: leaving university. What
happens next is a worthy reminder that Instagram /= reality’
Glamour, Best Books of 2022
‘A Rooneyesque novel about the tumultuous transition from
adolescence to adulthood among university friends’ Sunday
Times
To watch Catherine talk about
None of This is Serious, please visit:
https://tinyurl.com/prasifka
UK Publication: April 2022
Rights Held: World excl. North
America
Other Rights: Marianne Gunn
O’Connor, Marianne Gunn
O’Connor Agency
Extent: 288 pages

‘An extraordinary novel. None of This Is
Serious brilliantly explores the impossibility
to "come of age" in end times, where screens
are so contiguous to experience that no-one
is ever truly online or offline. She writes
truthfully and with affectless nuance about
the labyrinthine workings of friend groups
and the defences women scramble for in a
world that still hates us’ Katie Hale
‘A book about a crack that’s as addictive’
Róisín Ingle

CATHERINE PRASIFKA was born in Dublin in 1996. She studied English
Literature at Trinity College Dublin and has an MLitt in Fantasy from the
University of Glasgow. She has competed in both the European Debating
Championships and the World Championships. She is obsessed with learning
about how stories work and has ruined nearly all of her favourite books and
movies by overanalysing them. She works as a creative writing teacher in7
Dublin. None of This Is Serious is her first novel.
@prasifcat
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A SPELL OF GOOD THINGS

Ayòbámi Adébáyò
A spellbinding novel about family secrets and bonds,
thwarted hope and the brutal realities of life in a
society rife with inequality, from the Women’s Prizeshortlisted author

After a government edict cut his father’s job, Eniola’s family has
been struggling to survive. His secondary school teachers beat
him because of his unpaid fees, and his parents are behind on
the rent and cannot pay for his apprenticeship at a tailoring
shop. Nevertheless, he strives to make himself useful, folding
wrappers and trying to forget about how he’s taunted by
schoolmates.
Wuraola, the daughter of the tailoring shop’s most valued
customer, is an exhausted young doctor who can barely catch
any sleep as she works long hours in a public hospital. After
her boyfriend proposes, their relationship accelerates towards
marriage even as his darker side is exposed, risking her family’s
spell of good things.
Meanwhile, Eniola becomes caught in a tangle of decisions that
will bring him into collision with political forces in the city,
and harm his family and Wuraola’s in the process. Following
the lives of Eniola, Wuraola and their relatives, the novel traces
the entwined fates of two families in a Nigerian city, one with
all the fortune in the world and one that cannot catch a break.
Praise for Stay With Me:
‘Scorching, gripping, ultimately lovely!’ Margaret Atwood
‘A thoroughly contemporary style that is all her own . . . clever
and funny . . . despite the intense sadness of her subject matter,
she has produced a bright, big-hearted demonstration of female
spirit, as well as the damage done by the boundlessness of male
pride’ Guardian

UK Publication: March 2023
Rights Held: World excl. English in
North America (Knopf ), Nigeria &
Kenya
Rights Sold: Brazil (HarperCollins),
Finland (Atena), France (Editions Le
Duc.s), Germany (Piper), Italy (La
nave di Teseo), Netherlands (Signatuur)
& Spain Catalan (Angle)
Other Rights: Clare Alexander, Aitken
Alexander Associates
Extent: 400 pages
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‘One of the must-reads books of the year so far:
Stay With Me has it all, including big themes
of love, grief and jealousy, a fantastic female
protagonist plus it reads like a page-turning
thriller’ Stylist
UK Publication: March 2017
Rights Held: World excl.
English in North America
(Knopf ), Nigeria and Kenya
Other Rights: Clare
Alexander, Aitken Alexander
Associates
Extent: 304 pages

Ayòbámi Adébáyò is the author of Stay With Me, which won the 9Mobile Prize
for Literature and Prix Les Afriques. It was shortlisted for the Women’s Prize
for Fiction, the Wellcome Book Prize and the Kwani Manuscript Prize. It was
also longlisted for the International Dylan Thomas Prize and the International
Dublin Literary Award. Her stories have appeared in a number of magazines
and anthologies. She holds BA and MA degrees in Literature in English from
Obafemi Awolowo University, Ife, and also has an MA in Creative Writing from
the University of East Anglia where she was awarded an international bursary
for creative writing. She has been the recipient of a number of fellowships and
residencies. She was born in Lagos, Nigeria.
ayobamiadebayo.com | @ayobamiadebayo
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THE BOOK OF FORM AND EMPTINESS
Ruth Ozeki
Longlisted for Women's Prize
A brilliantly inventive new novel about loss, growing up
and our relationship with things, by the Booker Prizeshortlisted author of A Tale for the Time Being

for Fiction

After the tragic death of his father, fourteen-year-old Benny
Oh begins to hear voices. The voices belong to the things in
his house and sound variously pleasant, angry or sad. Then his
mother develops a hoarding problem, and the voices grow more
clamorous. When ignoring them doesn’t work, Benny seeks
refuge in the silence of a large public library. There he meets
a mesmerising street artist with a smug pet ferret; a homeless
philosopher-poet who encourages him to find his own voice
amongst the many; and his very own Book, who narrates Benny’s
life and teaches him to listen to the things that truly matter.
Blending unforgettable characters with everything from jazz to
climate change to our attachment to material possessions, this is
classic Ruth Ozeki – bold, humane and heartbreaking.
‘A big, polyphonic, often comic, magical-realist collage of a
novel that attempts to interrogate the most pressing issues
of the age . . . at its heart is a compelling story of human
connection and the redemptive power of art . . . Ozeki is a
talented storyteller’ Guardian
‘Powerful magic . . . Ozeki is unusually patient with her
characters, even the rebarbative ones, and she is able to record
the subtle peculiarities of other classes of beings that more
overeager writers would probably miss . . . Ozeki gives us a
metaphor for our very own American consumption disorder,
our love-hate relationship with the stuff we produce and can’t
let go of ’ New York Times Book Review
‘Moving . . . Ozeki has considerable storytelling energies’
Financial Times

UK Publication: September 2021
Rights Held: World excl. Australia (Text),
Brazil (Morro Branco), Canada (PRH),
France (Belfond), Israel (Am Oved) & US
(Viking)
Rights Sold: Arab States (Kalemat),
Germany (Julia Eisele), Italy (E/O), Korea
(Influential), Lithuania (Baltos Lankos),
Romania (Curtea Veche), Russia (AST),
Spain (Alianza), Taiwan (Yuan-Liou) &
Turkey (Ithaki)
Other Rights: Caspian Dennis, Abner Stein
Extent: 560 pages

‘Ozeki is a skilled storyteller and the
journey she takes us on is deadpan hilarious,
heart-touching and ultimately hopeful’
Spectator
‘Heart-breaking and heart-healing – a book
to not only keep us absorbed but also to help
us think and love and live and listen. No one
writes quite like Ruth Ozeki and The Book of
Form and Emptiness is a triumph’ Matt Haig

RUTH OZEKI is a novelist, filmmaker and Zen Buddhist
priest. She is the award-winning author of three novels:
My Year of Meats, All Over Creation and A Tale for the Time
Being, which was shortlisted for the 2013 Man Booker
Prize and translated into 28 languages. She has also written
a short memoir, Timecode of a Face. She is affiliated with
the Everyday Zen Foundation and lives in Northampton,
Matt Haig is the number one bestselling author of Reasons to Stay Alive and
Massachusetts,
sheadults.
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at Smith
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books for
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into 30 languages.
Backlist: My Year of Meats, All Over Creation and A Tale for
the Time Being.
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WALKING THROUGH CLEAR WATER IN
A POOL PAINTED BLACK
COLLECTED STORIES

Cookie Mueller

A new edition of the cult classic, with over two dozen
additional stories, from the godmother of autofiction

Walking Through Clear Water in a Pool Painted Black is the only
story collection from the legendary writer, actress, ex-biker and
columnist Cookie Mueller, published in the UK for the first
time.
Mueller chronicles her high-risk, high-reward life in glorious
technicolour, from becoming a part of John Waters’ legendary
acting troupe to becoming a mother, from describing the
hedonism of 1980s New York to critiquing the government’s
dire response to the AIDS epidemic. Cookie’s voice is fresh,
wise, freewheeling and unafraid of darkness. Like a lysergic
Nora Ephron, she is the candid flipside to the idealistic hippie
dream. Whether good, bad or ugly, her stories are fiercely
entertaining and reliably honest.
Featuring a new introduction by Olivia Laing, this edition
collects Mueller’s stories, columns and writings, and presents a
testament to a life lived courageously and well.
‘A how-to manual for a life ricocheting joyously off the rails
. . . a live corrective to conformity, conservatism and cruelty’
Olivia Laing
‘Cookie Mueller wrote like a lunatic Uncle Remus –
spinning little stories from Hell that will make any reader
laugh out loud. She was a writer, a mother, an outlaw, an
actress, a fashion designer, a go-go dancer, a witch doctor,
an art-hag and, above all, a goddess. Boy, do I miss that girl’
John Waters
‘People fall in love with Cookie when they read her . . . She
was a matchless beautician of the word’ Richard Hell

UK Publication: August
2022
Rights Held: World excl.
France (Finitude), Germany
(Belleville), North America
(Semiotext(e)) & Sweden
(Bakhåll)
Other Rights: Hedi El
Kholti, Semiotext(e)
Extent: 432 page
10

‘Walking Through Clear Water in a Pool
Painted Black is a cult classic for writers . . .
the reissue's new (to us) pieces demonstrate
Mueller's artistic process. They also map out
her singular approach to life.’ Bookforum

COOKIE MUELLER (1949–1989), nee Dorothy
Karen Mueller, played leading roles in John Waters’s Pink
Flamingos, Female Trouble, Desperate Living and Multiple
Maniacs. She wrote for the East Village Eye and Details
Magazine, performed in a series of plays by Gary Indiana
and wrote numerous stories that would only be published
posthumously. She died in New York City of AIDS-related
complications at age 40.
10

PAPER CUP

Karen Campbell
A heartwarming, uplifting novel about how easy it
can be to fall through the cracks, and what it takes to
rebuild a life run off course

What if going back means you could begin again?
Rocked by a terrible accident, homeless Kelly needs to
escape the city streets of Glasgow. Maybe she doesn’t believe
in serendipity, but a rare moment of kindness and a lost
engagement ring conspire to call her home. As Kelly vows to
reunite the lost ring with its owner, she must return to the small
town she fled so many years ago.
On her journey from Glasgow to the south-west tip of Scotland,
Kelly encounters ancient pilgrim routes, hostile humans,
hippies, book lovers and a friendly dog, as memories stir and the
people she thought she’d left behind for ever, move closer with
every step.
Paper Cup will appeal to readers of Eleanor Oliphant Is
Completely Fine, Elizabeth is Missing, Three Things About Elsie
and The Midnight Library. It has warmth, hope, redemption
and a life upturned by misfortune and circumstance – and the
ending is as heartwarming as they come.
‘Paper Cup is very special indeed. Not only is it exquisitely
written – and I mean catch-your-breath exquisite – the story
is so real and told with such grace and compassion. Trust me
(trust me), your world will be a better place for reading this
story’ Joanna Cannon

‘I am in awe of Karen Campbell’s writing . . .
Brilliant, unputdownable storytelling’ Mel
Giedroyc

‘Glowing with empathy and wry intelligent wit’ Kirsten
Innes

‘A literary force to be reckoned with’ Daily
Record

‘Big-hearted and poignant, Paper Cup is a joyous read’ Sara
Sheridan

‘Bold, gritty and fearless’ Sunday Times

Praise for Karen Campbell:

UK Publication: June
2022
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Jo Unwin,
JULA
Extent: 336 pages

‘A true literary talent’ Scotsman

‘I loved it . . . The plot fairly whizzes along and
Karen Campbell has a great way with images. I
look forward to the next one’ Kate Atkinson

KAREN CAMPBELL is a Scottish novelist and former police officer. She is the
author of seven novels, most recently The Sound of the Hours, which was a Waterstones
Scottish Book of the Month. She is a recipient of the Best New Scottish Writer
Award and has led workshops for the Scottish Refugee Council, Amnesty, Moniack
Mhor and Scottish PEN, among others. She has written for BBC Radio 3, Edinburgh
International Book Festival and Glasgow Women’s Library, and was recently Writer in
Residence at Dumfries and Galloway Council. She lives in Galloway, Scotland.
11
@writerkcampbell | karencampbell.scot
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LEARWIFE
J.R. Thorp

Longlisted for the Walter Scott
Prize for Historical Fiction 2022

AN OBSERVER BEST DEBUT NOVELIST OF 2021
Inspired by Shakespeare’s King Lear, this breathtaking debut
novel tells the story of the most famous woman ever written out of
literary history
Word has come. King Lear is dead. His three daughters too, broken in battle. But
someone has survived: Lear’s queen.
Though her grief and rage threaten to crack the earth open, she knows she must
seek answers. Why was she exiled? What has happened to Kent, her oldest friend?
And what will become of her now? To find peace she must reckon with her past
and make a terrible choice — one upon which her destiny rests.
‘Gives voice to one of fiction’s most conspicuously absent women’ i
J.R. THORP is a writer, lyricist and librettist. She won the London Short Story Award in
2011 and was shortlisted for the BBC Opening Lines Prize, and has had work published
in the Cambridge Literary Review, Manchester Review, Antithesis, Wave Composition and
elsewhere. She wrote the libretto for the highly acclaimed modern opera Dear Marie Stopes
and has had works commissioned by the Arts Council, the Wellcome Trust and St Paul’s
Cathedral. Born in Australia, she now lives in Cork, Ireland. Learwife is her first novel.
@ThoroughlyThorp | jrthorp.com

UK Publication: November 2021
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: North America (Pegasus)
Other Rights: Claire Conrad, Janklow &
Nesbit
Extent: 336 pages

WINCHELSEA
Alex Preston

In 18th-century Sussex, a young girl seeks revenge for the death
of her father – an intoxicating historical novel from the acclaimed
author of In Love and War
The year is 1742. Goody Brown, saved from drowning and adopted when just a
babe, has grown up happily in the smuggling town of Winchelsea. Then, when
Goody turns sixteen, her father is murdered in the night by men he thought were
friends.
To find justice in a lawless land, Goody must enter the cut-throat world of
her father’s killers. With her beloved brother Francis, she joins a rival gang of
smugglers. Facing high seas and desperate villains, she also discovers something
else: an existence without constraints or expectations, a taste for danger that makes
her blood run fast.
Winchelsea is an electrifying story of vengeance and transformation: a rare, lyrical
and transporting work of historical imagination that makes the past so real we can
touch it.
‘[A] spellbinding read, both gory and gorgeous’ Daily Mail

UK Publication: February 2022
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Karolina Sutton, Curtis
Brown
Extent: 352 pages

ALEX PRESTON is an award-winning author of three novels: This Bleeding City, The Revelations and In Love and War, as well as a book
of non-fiction, As Kingfishers Catch Fire. He writes regularly for the Telegraph, the Economist and Harper’s Bazaar. He reviews books for
the Observer’s New Review, Financial Times and Spectator. Alex is co-founder of the Corfu Literary Festival and Patron of Oxford Literary
12
Festival.
@ahmpreston
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THE COWARD

Jarred McGinnis

CHOSEN AS A BBC TWO BETWEEN THE COVERS BOOK CLUB PICK
A startling and intimate debut novel which explores masculinity,
family, disability and love as an estranged father and son struggle
to reconcile
After a car accident Jarred discovers he’ll never walk again. Confined to a ‘giant
roller-skate’, he finds himself with neither money nor job, a shoplifting habit, an
addiction to painkillers and strangers treating him like he’s an idiot. Worse still, he’s
forced to live back home with his estranged father.
Trying to piece himself together, Jarred comes to realise that things don’t have to
stay broken after all. The Coward is about hurt and forgiveness, how the world
treats disabled people, and how we write and rewrite the stories we tell ourselves
about our lives – and try to find a happy ending.
‘Sings from its first lines . . . unbearably poignant . . . a truly uplifting
emotional journey; a tender, wise, brutally funny novel’ Guardian

UK Publication: July 2021
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: France (Metailié), Italy (SEM),
Spain (Salamandra), Spain Catalan (Periscopi)
Other Rights: Will Francis, Janklow &
Nesbit
Extent: 320 pages

JARRED McGINNIS is the co-founder of The Special Relationship, which was chosen for the British Council’s International Literature
Showcase. His short fiction has been commissioned for BBC Radio 4 and appeared in literary journals in the UK, Canada, USA and
Ireland. He is an Associate Writer for Spread the Word, a fellow of the London Library’s Emerging Writer Programme and a Writer-inResidence for First Story. He also has a PhD in Artificial Intelligence, but mostly he inspires the able-bodied by using public transport and
taking his daughters to the playground.
@JarredMcGinnis | jarredmcginnis.com

THE STARTUP WIFE
Tahmima Anam

A quirky, funny, deeply intelligent story of love, big dreams,
starting up and feminist geekdom

Selected as a Best Book of 2021 by
the Observer, Stylist, Cosmopolitan,
Red and the Daily Mail

Halfway through her PhD and already dreaming of running her own lab, computer
scientist Asha has her future all mapped out. Then a chance meeting and whirlwind
romance with her old high-school crush, Cyrus, changes everything.
Dreaming big, together with their friend Jules they come up with a revolutionary
idea: to build a social networking app that could bring meaning to millions of lives.
When the app explodes into the next big thing, Asha should be happy, shouldn’t
she? But why does she feel invisible in the boardroom of her own company? Why
are decisions being made without her? Gripping, witty and razor-sharp, The Startup
Wife is a blistering novel about big ambitions, speaking out and standing up for
what you believe in.
‘Impossibly timely and bewilderingly smart’ Elif Shafak
TAHMIMA ANAM’s first novel, A Golden Age, won the Commonwealth Writers Prize
and went on to be translated into 27 languages. It was followed by The Good Muslim and
The Bones of Grace. She is the recipient of an O. Henry Award and has been named one of
Granta’s best young British novelists. She was a contributing opinion writer for the New
York Times and was recently elected as a fellow of the Royal Society of Literature. Born in
Dhaka, Bangladesh, she attended Mount Holyoke College and Harvard University and
now lives in London, where she is on the board of ROLI, a music tech company founded
by her husband.
@tahmima | thestartupwife.com

UK Publication: June 2021
Rights Held: World excl. Bangladesh, India,
Nepal, Pakistan & Sri Lanka
Rights Sold: Germany (Hoffman &
Campe), Italy (Garzanti) & North America
(Scribner)
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Other Rights: Sarah Chalfant, Wylie Agency
Extent: 304 pages
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FICTION FAVOURITES
THE PENELOPIAD by Margaret Atwood

Penelope’s slyly brilliant side of the story, from the Booker
Prize-winning author of The Handmaid's Tale and The
Testaments

Rights Sold: Albania (PEGI), Arab States (Kalemat), Armenia (Antares), Australia
(Text), Belarus (Logvino), Brazil (Rocco), Canada (Knopf ), French in Canada
(Boreal), China (Chongqing), Croatia (Lumen), France (Pavillions Poche),
Germany (Goldmann), Hungary (Könyvkiadó), Italy (GeMS), Portugal (20|20),
Romania (Nemira), Russia (Gayatri), Spain (Salamandra) & Taiwan (Locus)
UK Publication: October 2005
Extent: 224 pages

GIRL MEETS BOY by Ali Smith

A bold and joyous retelling from Ovid’s Metamorphoses by
the award-winning, bestselling author of How to be Both

Rights Sold: Arab States (Kalemat), Australia (Text), Canada (Knopf ), Portugal
(20|20), Russia (Gayatri), Spain (Nordica), Spain Audio (Recorded), Spain Catalan
(Rayo Verde) & Sweden (Atlas)
UK Publication: November 2007
Extent: 176 pages

MAXWELL'S DEMON by Steven Hall

The absurdly brilliant and mind-twisting second novel from
Steven Hall, author of the acclaimed The Raw Shark Texts

Rights Sold: Australia (Text), Canada (HarperCollins), Germany (Piper), Israel
(Kinneret-Zmora), Italy (Il Saggiatore), Romania (Polirom), Russia (AST) & US
(Grove Atlantic)
UK Publication: February 2021
Extent: 352 pages

MRS DEATH MISSES DEATH by Salena Godden
Mrs Death tells her intoxicating story in this life-affirming
fire-starter of a novel
UK Publication: January 2021
Extent: 320 pages

A RIVER CALLED TIME by Courttia Newland

A monumental speculative fiction story of love, loyalty,
politics and conscience set in parallel Londons
Rights Sold: USA (Akashic)
UK Publication: Janaury 2021
Extent: 464 pages

COSMOGRAMMA by Courttia Newland

A dark and incisive collection of speculative short stories
set in an alternate future of interstellar space travel, robots,
mythical creatures and the uncanny
Rights Sold: USA (Akashic)
UK Publication: October 2021
Extent: 320 pages
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THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
Margie Orford

When an art expert goes missing, three women
fighting to regain control of their lives realise their
future is about to become as dangerous as their
past in this brutally compelling thriller
When danger lies in the eye of the beholder, what happens
when you reject its pull?
Cora carries secrets her daughter can’t know.
Freya is frightened by what her mother leaves unsaid.
Angel will only bury the past if it means putting her abusers
into the ground.
One act of violence sets three women on a collision course, each
desperate to find the truth, when the people they love are not
what they seem.
‘A tale of love and abuse that is as powerful as it is elegant –

and it grips like a vice, too’ Ian Rankin

‘Subtle, chilling to the bone and very contemporary. Margie

Orford has a quietly understated, beautiful literary style’
Peter James
Praise for Margie Orford:

‘Margie Orford is a name you should commit to memory, if you
don't already know her work’
O: The Oprah Magazine
‘Wonderfully crafted and fully engrossing’ Michael Connelly

UK Publication: July 2022
Rights Held: World excl. South
Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland,
Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Malawi, Zambia
& Angola
Other Rights: Cathryn
Summerhayes, Curtis Brown
Extent: 304 pages

‘Margie Orford is world-class. This is crime
writing at its very best’ Dyon Meyer
‘Orford has a rare ability to get under the skin of
the genre's conventions’ Irish Times
To watch Margie talk about The Eye of
the Beholder, please vist:
https://tinyurl.com/margieorford

MARGIE ORFORD is an internationally acclaimed writer. Her
Clare Hart novels have been widely translated and led to her being
described as the ‘queen of South African crime-thriller writers’ (the
Weekender). She has written a number of children’s books and several
works of non-fiction, and is also an award-winning journalist who
writes regularly for newspapers in the UK and in South Africa. Orford
is a member of the executive board of PEN International and president
emerita of PEN South Africa. She lives in London.
@MargieOrford
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THE DARK REMAINS

William McIlvanney and Ian Rankin
In this scorching crime hook-up, number one bestseller
Ian Rankin and Scottish crime-writing legend William
McIlvanney join forces for the first ever case of DI
Laidlaw, Glasgow’s original gritty detective

The instant Sunday Times Top 5 bestseller

If the truth’s in the shadows, get out of the light . . .
Lawyer Bobby Carter did a lot of work for the wrong type of
people. Now he’s dead and it was no accident. He’s left behind
his share of enemies, but who dealt the fatal blow?
DC Jack Laidlaw’s reputation precedes him. He’s not a team
player, but he’s got a sixth sense for what’s happening on the
streets. As two Glasgow gangs go to war, Laidlaw needs to find
out who got Carter before the whole city explodes.
‘Two maestros for the price of one! All fans of quality crime
fiction are in for a rare treat. McIlvanney and Rankin at the
very height of their powers’ Peter James
‘Fantastic – like witnessing Scottish noir’s Big Bang creation
in the company of its greatest living exponent . . . like
Maradona and Messi playing in the same team’ Lee Child
‘McIlvanney and Rankin are the dream team. To have Rankin
completing an unfinished McIlvanney novel is a crime fiction
fan’s dream come true’ Mark Billingham
‘The journey through 1970s Glasgow, its grotty tenements
and genteel suburbs, makes for a gripping and atmospheric
novel’ The Times, Book of the Month
‘Enjoyable and thought-provoking’ Scotsman
UK Publication: September 2021
Rights Held: English, French, German, Italian,
Polish, Spanish &Turkish languages throughout
the World
Rights Sold: Canada (McClelland &
Stewart), France (Payot & Rivages), Germany
(Antje Kunstmann), Italy (Feltrinelli), Spain
(Salamandra), Spain Catalan (Casa Catedral),
Turkey (Ayrinti), United States (Europa) &
United States Audio (Penguin Random House)
Other Rights: Jenny Brown, Jenny Brown
Associates (McIlvanney) & Jon Wood, Rogers,
Coleridge & White (Rankin)
Extent: 288 pages

WILLIAM MCILVANNEY is the author of the award-winning
Laidlaw trilogy, featuring Glasgow’s original maverick detective.
Both Laidlaw and The Papers of Tony Veitch gained Silver Daggers
from the Crime Writers’ Association, while the third in the series,
Strange Loyalties, won the Glasgow Herald’s People’s Prize. He
died in December 2015.
Ian Rankin is the number one bestselling author of the Inspector
Rebus series. The Rebus books have been translated into thirtysix languages and are bestsellers worldwide. He is the recipient of
four Crime Writers’ Association Dagger Awards, including the
prestigious Diamond Dagger, and in 2002 he received an OBE for
services to literature. He lives in Edinburgh.
@beathhigh | ianrankin.net
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A CORRUPTION OF BLOOD

Ambrose Parry

Family secrets, sinister murders, a divided
Edinburgh – the next thrilling medical mystery in
the historical crime series featuring duo Will Raven
and Sarah Fisher
Edinburgh, 1850. This city will bleed you dry.
Sarah Fisher is keeping a safe distance from her old flame
Dr Will Raven. Having long worked at the side of Dr
James Simpson, she has set her sights on learning to practise
medicine herself. A notion everyone seems intent on
dissuading her from.
Across town, Raven finds himself drawn into Edinburgh’s
mire when a package containing human remains washes
up on the shores of Leith, and an old adversary he has long
detested contacts him, pleading for Raven’s help to escape the
hangman.
Sarah and Raven’s lives seem indelibly woven together as they
discover that wealth and status cannot alter a fate written in
the blood.
Praise for the series:
‘The ambience of mid-nineteenth-century Edinburgh is well
captured and makes for a gripping read. The authors are
astute observers of human behaviour and outlook. The three
novels in the trilogy are clearly well researched and shine a
light on the cruelties, injustices and inequalities of the period
described . . . Based on some actual events it’s more than mere
entertainment’ NB Magazine
‘[A] stellar third whodunit set in nineteenth-century
Edinburgh . . . The integration of real history enhances a
page-turning plot’ Bookmunch
The fourth book in the series, The Garden of Sleep,
is coming in 2023 . . .
UK Publication: August 2021
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: France (Seuil) &
North America Audio (Recorded)
Other Rights: Sophie Scard,
United Agents
Extent: 416 pages
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UK Publication: August 2018
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: Canada (HarperCollins),
Czech Republic (Dobrovsky), Denmark
(Modtryk), France (Seuil), Germany
(Piper), Greece (Pedio), Hungary
(Könyvmolyképzo), Italy (Rizzoli),
Poland (Zysk), Portugal (Almedina),
Russia (Eksmo), Spain (Salamandra),
Sweden (Southside) & North America
Audio (Recorded)
Extent: 416 pages
UK Publication: August 2019
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: Czech Republic
(Dobrovsky), Denmark (Modtryk),
France (Seuil), Germany (Piper), Greece
(Pedio), Hungary (Könyvmolyképzo),
Portugal (Almedina), Sweden (Southside)
& North America Audio (Recorded)
Extent: 416 pages

AMBROSE PARRY is the penname for two very different
authors – the internationally bestselling and multi-awardwinning Chris Brookmyre and consultant anaesthetist of
twenty years’ experience, Dr Marisa Haetzman. Inspired by
the gory details Haetzman uncovered during her History of
Medicine degree, the couple teamed up to write a series of
historical crime thrillers, featuring the darkest of Victorian
Edinburgh’s secrets. They are married and live in Scotland.
Both The Way of All Flesh and The Art of Dying were
shortlisted for the McIlvanney Prize for Scottish Crime
Book of the Year. A Corruption of Blood is the third in the
series.
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THE CRANE AND DRAKE SERIES
Parker Bilal
The Crane & Drake series reveals London’s true multicultural nature,
as well as its sordidness and splendour. DS Calil Drake teams up with
the enigmatic forensic psychologist Dr Rayhana Crane in this gritty
crime series
‘Terrific crime fiction rooted in geopolitics’ Sunday Times
‘A firecracker of a novel that delves deep into the rot infecting both politics and big
business’ Eric Van Lustbader

THE DIVINITIES (Book 1)
When two bodies are found brutally murdered at a building site in Battersea,
DS Calil Drake is first to the scene. He sees an opportunity: to solve
a high-profile case and to repair his reputation after a botched undercover
operation almost ended his promising career in the Violent Crimes Unit.
Assigned to work with the enigmatic forensic psychologist Dr Rayhana Crane,
and on the hunt for an elusive killer, Drake’s investigations lead down the dark
corridors of the past – to the Iraq war and the destruction both he and Crane
witnessed there. With a community poised on the brink of violence, Crane
and Drake must put their lives on the line to stop the killer before vengeance is
unleashed.

UK Publication: July 2021
(first published by Indigo)
Rights Held: World English
Other Rights: Euan Thorneycroft,
A.M. Heath
Extent: 368 pages

THE HEIGHTS (Book 2)

What starts with the gruesome discovery of a severed head on the Tube soon
becomes personal for former DI Cal Drake. After one betrayal too many, Drake
has abandoned the police force to become a private detective. He’s joined forces
with forensic pathologist Dr Rayhana Crane and it’s not long before the case
leads them to the darkest corners of the nation’s capital and in dangerously close
contact with an international crime circuit, a brutal local rivalry and a very
personal quest for retribution. With the murder victim closely tied to Drake’s
past, his new future is about to come under threat.

UK Publication: September 2020
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Euan Thorneycroft,
A.M. Heath
Extent: 320 pages

THE TRENCHES (Book 3)
In London, private investigator Dr Rayhana Crane is contacted by a woman
who has received an unexpected letter from her estranged son Jason, not
seen since he left to become a fighter for Islamic State. When his steps are
traced back to the old stomping ground of her partner, Cal Drake, the former
policeman goes undercover to infiltrate the sinister network which took Jason
abroad.
Meanwhile, Crane pursues a woman whose seemingly unconnected
disappearance off the English coast is soon found to reveal a deadlier
connection. As the two investigators delve deeper, they find themselves mired in
a violent world where terror and organised crime intersect.

UK Publication: July 2022
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Euan Thorneycroft,
A.M. Heath
Extent: 432 pages

PARKER BILAL is the author of the Makana Investigations series, the third of which, The Ghost Runner, was longlisted
for the Theakston Old Peculier Crime Novel of the Year Award. The Divinities, the first in his Crane & Drake London
crime series, was published in 2019. Parker Bilal is the pseudonym of Jamal Mahjoub, the critically acclaimed literary
novelist. Born in London, he has lived in a number of places, including the UK, Denmark, Spain and, currently, the
19
Netherlands.
@Parker_Bilal | jamalmahjoub.com
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DON'T ASK THE DRAGON

Lemn Sissay, illustrated by Greg Stobbs
The first children's book from number one
bestselling author, poet and national
treasure Lemn Sissay, beautifully illustrated
throughout
This is the story of a little boy called Alem who goes
on an adventure.
It’s his birthday, but who knows where he can go to
celebrate it?
Maybe the bear, the fox, the treefrog or the bulldog
know?
But don’t ask the dragon . . . or he will EAT you!
‘A lovely book, simple and yet profound.
There should be a copy in every nursery’
Jacqueline Wilson
‘Warm-hearted and cheerful . . . simple but lyrical’
Sunday Times, Best Children’s Books of 2022 So
Far
‘A stunning new rhyming folk tale for our time,
about someone who wonders where is home. The
answer is surprising but it tells us all, from the
youngest reader to the oldest that you can find
home so long as you've got friends. It’s moving,
loveable and philosophical, in other words, great
mind-soup!’ Michael Rosen

UK Publication:
February 2022
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Clare
Conville, C&W
Extent: 32 pages
Format: 285 x 275mm,
hardback, full colour
throughout

‘The story is perfectly matched by the wonderful
illustrations and I love the message of home being
inside you’ Malorie Blackman
‘Lemn’s dragon is one we all need to meet, want to
meet. A dragon with kind teeth, a friend-dragon. A
Lemn-dragon! We have grandchildren who will love it.
Grandpa loved it too’ Michael Morpugo

‘A warm-hearted, richly coloured, peril-spiced quest’
Guardian
‘A lovely celebration of friendship and belonging,
perfect for reading out loud’ Cerrie Burnell

LEMN SISSAY OBE is a BAFTA-nominated, bestselling and award-winning writer and
broadcaster. His 2019 memoir My Name Is Why was a number one Sunday Times bestseller.
His Landmark poems are visible in London, Manchester, Huddersfield and Addis Ababa.
Sissay was awarded an MBE in 2010, the PEN Pinter Prize in 2019 and an OBE for
services to literature and charity in 2021. He is Chancellor of the University of Manchester.
He is British and Ethiopian.
@lemnsissay | lemnsissay.com
GREG STOBBS is an illustrator, street artist and visual development artist from the South
East, with an overactive imagination. He has previously worked with the BBC, CBeebies,
Urban Outfitters and John Lewis.
@gregstobbs_illustration | @squirlart
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THE BIGGEST FOOTPRINT

Eight billion humans. One clumsy giant.

Rob Sears, illustrated by Tom Sears
A fun, wildly original, fact-packed and beautifully
illustrated book by the Sears brothers, revealing our
giant species as we’ve never seen ourselves before
and showing us how – together – we can do a better
job of looking after the planet
Meet the mega human: colossal, clueless . . . and the biggest hope
for life on earth
There are eight billion of us humans.
All breathing, eating, fidgeting and thinking deep thoughts.
It’s an unimaginably large number. Or is it?
The mega human is the result of smooshing all the people in the
world together into one spectacular giant (don’t try this at home).
Even though the mega human is not the smartest of creatures, it
is slowly beginning to understand the problems it has created for
Planet Earth’s future . . . and how it might be able to fix them.
Making use of brain-bending stats and smoosh theory, The Biggest
Footprint is a journey of self-discovery suitable for anyone and
everyone identifying as human.
‘In this creatively presented book about climate change, the
Sears effectively personalise the issue for young readers . . . the
visually engaging interplay between image and fact makes the
message of this unique book extremely digestible’ Irish Times
‘This fascinating, accessible and funny book uses statistics to
present the challenges of climate change in a brand-new light.
A completely original concept and beautifully illustrated too’
Great British Life
UK Publication: September
2021
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: Germany (Hanser),
Japan (Tokyo Sogensha) & Korea
(BIR)
Other Rights: Gordon Wise,
Curtis Brown
Extent: 96 pages
Format: 250 x 181mm,
hardback, full colour throughout
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ROB and TOM SEARS’ creative partnership began
in the 1980s when Tom (the younger brother) was
born. Now, Rob is a bestselling author and Tom is
an illustrator. They’ve created everything from zoo
exhibitions and ice cream van designs to sitcoms,
newspaper cartoons and movie scripts. They made this
book as an experiment to try to understand the species
that they are a part of, and that you’re most likely a
part of too. Despite everything they learned, they’re
still hopeful about what’s next for humans and the
planet.
22
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THE LEAP CYCLE SERIES
Patience Agbabi
THE INFINITE (Book 1)

The Infinite is a mind-bending, time-twisting adventure for readers
who loved Time Travelling with a Hamster and A Wrinkle in Time
FIGHT CRIME, ACROSS TIME!
Leaplings, children born on the 29th of February, are very rare. Rarer still are
Leaplings with The Gift – the ability to leap through time. Elle Bíbi-Imbelé Ifíè
has The Gift, but she’s never used it. Until now.
On her twelfth birthday, Elle and her best friend Big Ben travel to the Time Squad
Centre in 2048. Elle has received a mysterious warning from the future. Other
Leaplings are disappearing in time – and not everyone at the centre can be trusted.
Soon Elle’s adventure becomes more than a race through time. It’s a race against
time. She must fight to save the world as she knows it – before it ceases to exist . . .

Winner of Wales Children’s Book of the Year
Longlisted for the Branford Boase Award
Shortlisted for the Arthur C. Clarke Award
Shortlisted for the Scottish Teen Book Prize

UK Publication: April
2020
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Simon
Trewin, Simon Trewin
Agency
Extent: 272 pages

‘Vivid, funny, exciting and inventive’ Philip Pullman
‘Has a magic all of its own’ Bernardine Evaristo

THE TIME-THIEF (Book 2)
Elle is back! This time she’s leaping almost three whole centuries
back in time, to catch a thief, help her friend and save our future
It’s midsummer’s day and thirteen-year-old Elle and her Leapling classmates are
visiting The Museum of the Past, the Present and the Future. But on the day of
the school trip, disaster strikes, and the most unique and valuable piece in the
museum, the Infinity-Glass, is stolen! And worse still, Elle’s friend and fellow
Infinite, MC², is arrested for the crime!
To prove his innocence Elle must leap back centuries in time, to a London very
different from today. Along the way she will meet new friends, face dangers unlike
any she has ever known, and face an old enemy who is determined to destroy her.
Can Elle find the missing Infinity-Glass and return it to its rightful home before
it’s too late?

THE CIRCLE BREAKERS (Book 3)
Elle and her friends are back! This time, they’ll be leaping to the
past, the present and the future to safeguard the secret of The Gift
and destroy The Vicious Circle

UK Publication: May
2021
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Simon
Trewin, Simon Trewin
Agency
Extent: 224 pages

UK Publication: October
2022
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Simon
Trewin, Simon Trewin
Agency
Extent: 240 pages

Fourteen-year-old Elle and her friends are going to a not-to-be-missed funfair. But
a ride on the Ghost Train takes them further than they ever imagined. They end
up in 1880, face-to-face with the criminal mastermind of The Vicious Circle –
Millennia’s Leapling ancestor, The Grandfather!
To Elle’s surprise, he needs her expertise. An anonymous person has threatened to
reveal The Gift to the media. If that happens, everyone will know that Leaplings
can leap through time; no Leapling will be safe. Meanwhile, Millennia’s power
grows.
Will Elle work for a villain to save her secret community? Can she and The
Infinites crush The Vicious Circle for good?

The fourth and final book in the
series, The Legendary Leapling is
coming soon . . .

PATIENCE AGBABI was born in London in 1965 to Nigerian parents, spent her teenage years living in North
Wales and now lives in Kent with her husband and children. She has been writing poetry for over twenty years, and
her first novel for children, The Infinite, the first in the Leap Cycle series, was published in 2020. Like Elle, she loves
sprinting, numbers and pepper soup, but, disappointingly, her leaping is less spectacular.
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THE CREATIVE ACT
A Way of Being

Rick Rubin

'Creativity is not a rare ability. It is not difficult to
access. Creativity is a fundamental aspect of being
human. It’s our birthright. And it’s for all of us.'
Many famed music producers, however brilliant, become known
for a particular sound which has its day and then ages out.
Rick Rubin, on the other hand, is most famous for something
else: for creating a strong safe space where musicians of wildly
differing genres and traditions can home in on who they really
are and what they really offer. To surprise themselves, and thus
the world. Rubin’s true art is for helping people get out of their
own way and commune with the powerful creative signal that is
their birthright.
Over the years, Rubin has thought deeply about where creativity
comes from and where it doesn’t, about what it takes to strike
a deep nerve within ourselves. Perhaps above all, he has learned
that being an artist isn’t about your specific output, it’s a
relationship to the world. Creativity has a space in everyone’s
life, and everyone has the opportunity to make that space
stronger. Indeed, it may be our most important responsibility.
Living in the same space as bestsellers The Artist’s Way by
Julia Cameron and Elizabeth Gilbert’s Big Magic: Creative
Living Beyond Fear, The Creative Act is a modern-day guide to
embracing unbridled creative energy. The subtitle – A Way of
Being – and the zen approach Rubin takes informs the deeper
philosophies at work in The Creative Act. Each of the 78 Areas
of Thought that comprise the book can be read as self-contained
essays that explore creativity from a rich range of angles, starting
with the premise that living is a creative act. By the end of the
book, the reader has been taken on a truly inspiring journey
that provides insights not just into how to be creative in the
conventional, artistic sense but also how to be.

UK Publication: January 2023
Rights Held: World excl. North America
(Penguin Press)
Rights Sold: Brazil (Sextante), Germany
(Droemer Knaur), Hungary (XXI. Szazad
Kiado), Italy (Varia, Mondadori) & Spain
(Diana, Planeta)
Other Rights: Doug Abrams, Idea Architects
Extent: 288 pages

Written in a simple, direct and inspiring style
that allows it to have universal relevance across
the many modes of creativity, The Creative Act
is a beautifully generous offering of the wisdom
gleaned from a lifetime’s work spent in the
service of exhilaration and transcendence, honed
into a timeless classic that puts those feelings
within closer reach for all of us.
‘You'll probably read this extraordinary book
four times. The first time, you’ll gobble it up.
The second time, you’ll savour it. The third
time, you’ll take notes in the margins. But the
fourth time, the fourth time it will be part of
you as you create the work you were ready to
ship’ Seth Godin

Rick Rubin founded Def Jam Recordings while studying Fine Art at New York
University. Working from his dormitory, his first recordings with LL Cool J, Beastie
Boys, Public Enemy and Run DMC took hip-hop music out of the underground into
the mainstream. Since that time, he has produced and guided the most popular and
cutting edge musicians on the planet, collaborating with artists from Jaz-Z to Tom Petty,
Red Hot Chilli Peppers to Johnny Cash, Adele to Lana Del Rey and Kanye West to
Black Sabbath, in addition to owning and operating his own label American Recordings.
From 2007 to 2013, he moonlighted as the Co-Chairman of Columbia Records,
the largest record company in the world. Rubin has been named a TIME 100 Most
Influential People in the World, has won nine Grammys and two CMAs and received
25
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THE KEYS TO KINDNESS

IMAGINE
How
to Be KinderA
to COUNTRY
Yourself, Others and the World
Ideas forHammond
a better future
Claudia
edited by Val McDermid and Jo

Out on World Kindness Day 2022, this is a deep-dive
into kindness, the science behind it and how we can
The first step on the road to change is to imagine possibility.
better build it into our lives, from the author of The Art
of Rest
Bringing together voices from across the spectrum of Scottish life,

from comedians to economists, writers to musicians, visual artists to

Using the latest research from psychology and neuroscience,
academics, Imagine A Country reveals the dreams of a future country
and working in collaboration with the University of Sussex’s
they’d like
to inhabit.
It is Claudia
a challenge
to politicians
a
world-leading
Kindness
Institute,
Hammond
takes useverywhere,
on a
provocation
us all, and
much-needed
recipe(it’sfornot
hope.
eye-opening
tour oftokindness:
whata constitutes
kindness
just
one thing), effective strategies to build more of it into our lives and
“We want to provoke conversations about our future based around
the benefits of being kind. The book is structured around the seven
hope and imagination. Too often lately it seems that we have shunned
keys of kindness:

debate in favour of the slings and arrows of 280 characters. We end
upbypushed
to one what
side of
1. Start
understanding
it isan either/or divide but we believe we need to
space
to hear
the many
Thismore
bookkindness
is not a manifesto, nor
2. Youmake
need to
recognise
it when
you seevoices.
it / There’s
it a singular
Our intention in putting this book together is to
in theisworld
than you voice.
might think
stimulate
discussion
and
thethat's
sharing
3. Kindness makes you feel good and
okayof ideas, not shouting matches." UK Publication:
McDermid and Sharp
March 2020
4. Kindness is not a weakness / Kind people are winners
5. Kindness
comes fromisunderstanding
others and award-winning author, whose novels
VAL McDERMID
a number one bestselling
have been
translated
6. Anyone
can be
a hero into more than forty languages and have sold over sixteen million
copies. JO SHARP is a Professor of Geography at the University of St Andrews. The pair
7. Kindness starts with being kind to yourself
entered into a civil partnership in 2016.
8. Afterword: a prescription for kindness

A LONG STRIDE

You are kinder than you think, but we could all be kinder still
– with enormous benefits for our personal mental health and
wellbeing. The Art of Kindness sets out a prescription for a kinder life
that you can adapt to your own circumstances, and how to apply
these lessons to ourselves, others and the planet.
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Rights Held: World
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Extent: 304 pages

The Story of the World's No. 1 Scotch Whisky

Nicholas Morgan

Praise for The Art of Rest:

The history of Johnnie Walker, beginning in 1820, is also the history

‘Claudia
Hammond’s
superb
of a truth
that’s
too who started
of Scotch
whisky.
But book
who reminds
was JohnusWalker
– the
man
often forgotten: that rest isn’t just an indulgence, but an essential
the story? And how did his business grow from the shelves of a small
part of a life lived well’ Dr Ranjan Chatterjee

grocery shop in Kilmarnock to become the world’s number one Scotch?

A treat for whisky aficionados, A Long Stride tells the story of how John
UK Publication:
November
2022 of ingenious and progressive business leaders
CLAUDIA HAMMOND is an award-winning writer,
Walker and
a succession
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Held: World
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Achievement
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Award.
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Portugal (Porto Editora), Romania (Baroque), Taiwan His work has earned him a author
of Emotional Rollercoaster, Mind over Money, Time
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Scholarship
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(Business
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which won the Aeon Transmission Award and
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Art of Rest, which was also shortlisted for the latter.
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THE EDGE OF THE PLAIN
How Borders Make and Break Our World

James Crawford

Blending history, travel and reportage, this is a
wide-ranging journey through the history of borders
and an examination of their role in shaping our world
today

In this book James Crawford argues that our enduring
obsession with borders has brought us to a crisis point: that we
are entering the endgame of a process that began thousands of
years ago, when we first started dividing up the earth.
Today, nationalism, climate change, globalisation, technology
and mass migration are all colliding with ever-hardening
borders. Something has to give. At stake is the future of the
world as we know it. Borders are the ultimate test – can we
let go of the lines that separate us? Or are we fated to repeat
the mistakes of the past, as our angry, warming and segregated
planet lurches towards catastrophe?
Combining history, travel and reportage, The Edge of the Plain
takes us through the history of borders – from the first ever
marker which denoted the edge of one land and the beginning
of the next, to the walls going up around the world today.
It is a story told in four parts: Making, Moving, Crossing and
Breaking. Each part explores a different aspect of the lifecycle
and experience of borders all around the world and throughout ‘A beautiful book, and an admirable monument
history – how they are created, how they can change and
to the most spectacular buildings man's ingenuity
evolve, how they are crossed or breached, and, finally, how
and ambition have ever raised’ Mail on Sunday
they are overcome or broken.
Praise for Fallen Glory:
‘Crawford conveys superbly these absorbing tales of hubris,
power, violence and decay’ Sunday Times
‘Witty and memorable . . . moving as well as myth-busting’
Mary Beard

UK Publication: August 2022
Rights Held: World excl. North
America
Rights Sold: North America
(W.W. Norton & Co.) &
Portugal (Saida de Emergencia)
Other Rights: Maggie
Pearlstine, Maggie Pearlstine
Associates
Extent: 432 pages

‘The most interesting book I have come across this
year . . . magnificent’ Alexander McCall Smith
To watch James talk about The Edge
of the Plain, please visit:
https://tinyurl.com/edgeoftheplain

JAMES CRAWFORD is an acclaimed historian, publisher
and broadcaster. He is the author of Fallen Glory: The Lives
and Deaths of the World’s Greatest Lost Buildings, which was
shortlisted for the Saltire Non-Fiction Book of the Year
Award. In 2016 he was elected as Chair of the Board of
Publishing Scotland, the network body for the publishing
industry in Scotland; and in July 2019 he was appointed as the
first ever Scottish ambassador for the UK Archive and Records
Association’s ‘Explore Your Archives’ campaign. He lives in
Edinburgh.
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WE ARE ELECTRIC

HOW
TO
STOP
TIME
Sally Adee
Matt Haig

Inside the 200-Year Hunt for the Bioelectric Code
A thrilling book that breaks open the field of
The new life-affirming
the misunderstood
number one bestselling
bioelectricity:
what it is,novel
whyfrom
it’s so
author
of
Reasons
to
Stay
Alive
and
The
Humans
and why it’s so vital for our future

The first rule
is that
you don’tthat
fall in
love.through
There areevery
otherliving
rules
Bioelectricity
is the
electricity
runs
too,
but
that
is
the
main
one.
No
falling
in
love.
No
staying
in
thing. It is the reason why our brains can send signals to the
love.
No
daydreaming
of
love.
Because
otherwise,
of
course,
you
rest of our bodies, but also why we develop in the womb
slowly lose your mind . . .’
and why our body knows to heal itself. It might also be the
next big thing in science – if we can crack the bioelectric
Tom Hazard has a dangerous secret. He may look like an
code, much like we did with the genetic code, it will have all
ordinary 41-year-old, but he was born in 1581. Owing
sorts of implications for our intelligence and our health.
to a rare condition, he’s been alive for centuries. From
Shakespeare’s England to jazz age Paris and voyaging the
It is essential that we understand bioelectricity. And yet the
Pacific, Tom has seen a lot, and now craves an ordinary
field is still emerging from two centuries of scepticism and
life.
entanglement with medical quackery – all stemming from
an eighteenth-century scientific war about the nature of
Always changing his identity to stay alive, Tom now
electricity between Luigi Galvani (the father of bioelectricity,
has the perfect cover - working as a history teacher at a
famous for shocking frogs) and Alessandro Volta (the
London school. Here, he can teach the kids about wars
inventor of the battery).
and witch hunts as if he’d never witnessed them firsthand. He can try and tame the past that is fast catching
In We Are Electric, award-winning science writer Sally Adee
up with him. The only thing Tom mustn’t do is fall in
takes us through the thrilling history of bioelectricity and
love.
into the future of this discipline: from Galvani versus Volta,
to the medical charlatans claiming to use electricity to cure
How to Stop Time is a wild, bittersweet, time-travelling,
everything from infertility to cancer, to the advances in the
story about losing and finding yourself; about the
field helped along by the axons of giant squids, and finally
certainty of change, and the mistakes humans are
to the amazing medical advancements that await us in the
doomed to repeat. And about the lifetimes it can take to
future. It’s engaging, well-written, and uses the history of
learn how to live.
bioelectricity to help us understand why we need to know
about‘Aitwonderfully
now – andfunny,
why itgripping
will be and
so important
in the future.
inventive novel’

To read Sally's articles in New Scientist,
please visit: https://tinyurl.com/sallyadee

The Times

‘A masterpiece . . . Matt Haig is a supreme talent and a writer
to cherish, and
The HumansSALLY
is undoubtedly
his award-winning
magnum
UK Publication:
February
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science and technology writer. Most recently, she was
opus’
Guardian
2023
a features editor at the New Scientist, where she wrote some of its most lasting content,

Rights Held: World
including a 2012 feature on transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), that broke
‘Extraordinary’
Independent
Rights Sold: Russia (AST) & this bioelectricity technology to the general public and is still talked about, including most
North America (Hachette)
recently in Yuval Noah Harari’s bestselling book Homo Deus. Since then, she has been
Other Rights: Carrie Plitt,
completely obsessed with bioelectricity and has formed close relationships with many of the
Felicity Bryan Associates
field’s leading researchers. Now a freelance journalist, her writing has appeared in publications
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Haig is theand
number
one bestselling
of Reasons
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Extent: 320 pages
including BBC Future, the
Economist
Quartz.
She has author
also spoken
ontoRadio
5, Canadian
The the
Humans
and four Intelligence
other books for
adults. As
a writer
children and
Broadcasting’s the Current,
Economist’s
podcast,
and
BBCforBreakfast,
and given
young adults he has won the Blue Peter Book Award, the Smarties Book Prize
talks at a number of festivals.
She is currently the science consultant for the TV adaptation
and been shortlisted three times for the Carnegie Medal. His work has been
of Naomi Alderman’s Thetranslated
Power, into
produced
by Amazon Studios. Sally is a citizen of Germany
30 languages.
and the US, and lives in London. This is her first book.
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BILLY NO-MATES

How I Realised Men Have a Friendship Problem

Max Dickins

An honest, personal and funny look at male friendships,
emotional connection and mental health

When Max Dickins started to think about proposing to his
girlfriend, he realised there was no one he could call on to be
his best man. This realisation sent him down a rabbit hole,
examining the friendships he had had over the years, and where
they had foundered.
Men are, on average, more isolated and lonelier than women.
Countless studies have affirmed this peculiarity, and there is a
staggering worldwide inequality consistently recorded between
the sexes in respect to suicide rates. Dickins’ disarmingly honest
and witty interrogation of traditional masculinity is a personal
quest borne of inner crisis, providing a platform to intelligently
explore the connection between widespread male loneliness and
isolation and the recently christened social phenomenon of toxic
masculinity.
Join Max on his journey to find a best man, as he learns that
perhaps what he and others like him really need is a best friend.
‘Dickins’ inimitable writing style is unmistakable. Kin is a
very moving story which unfolds beautifully with a subtle
comedy woven through’ Theatre Weekly on Kin
‘This is more than just a funny account of a madcap
adventure . . . it’s full of heart’ Irish Examiner on My Groupon
Adventure

UK Publication: July 2022
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Laura McNeill,
Gleam Futures
Extent: 304 pages

MAX DICKINS is a published playwright and author, an actor,
presenter and comedian. He has had his own Sony Awardnominated show on Absolute Radio and appeared numerous
times on BBC One’s Michael McIntyre’s Big Show. Several
of Dickins’ critically acclaimed shows have been taken to the
Edinburgh Festival and on national tours, one of which he
turned into his debut comedy adventure book, My Groupon
Adventure. He is also the co-director of Hoopla, the UK’s
first improvisation training school and London’s first improv
comedy theatre. Offstage, as a coach and business speaker, he
has brought improvisation into workplaces across the world.
@maxdickins | maxdickins.com
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HOMELANDS
IMAGINE A COUNTRY
The History of a Friendship
Ideas Ramaswamy
for a better future
Chitra

edited by Val McDermid and Jo

A book about history, friendship, family and what it
means
belong,
the to
award-winning
journalist
Thetofirst
step onfrom
the road
change is to imagine
possibility.
and author of Expecting

Bringing together voices from across the spectrum of Scottish life,
from is
comedians
economists,
writers
musicians,
visual artists to
This book
about twotounlikely
friends.
Onetoborn
in 1970s
academics,
A Country
the dreams
a future country
Britain
to IndianImagine
immigrant
parents,reveals
the other
arrived of
from
they’d
like
to
inhabit.
It
is
a
challenge
to
politicians
everywhere,
a
Nazi Germany in 1939, fleeing persecution.
provocation to us all, and a much-needed recipe for hope.
This book is about common ground. It is a story of migration,
“We wantracism,
to provoke
conversations
about
future based around
anti-Semitism,
family,
belonging, grief
andour
resilience.
hope and imagination. Too often lately it seems that we have shunned
debate
favour
the
slings
and arrows
280the
characters. We end
This book
is in
about
the of
past
and
the present.
It is of
about
up
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to
one
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of
an
either/or
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but
we believe we need to
state we're in now and the ways in which we carry our pasts
make
space to hear the many voices. This book is not a manifesto, nor
into our
futures.
is it a singular voice. Our intention in putting this book together is to
This book
is about
homelands.
stimulate
discussion
and the sharing of ideas, not shouting matches."
McDermid and Sharp
‘An utterly engrossing story that spans the 20th-century,
surveying
otherness, isfamily
and
but,
above all, author, whose novels
VAL McDERMID
a number
onebelonging
bestselling and
award-winning
have been
translated
into
morereading
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languages
and have
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friendship.
I could
not
stop
this
gorgeous
book’
copies.
JO
SHARP
is
a
Professor
of
Geography
at
the
University
of St Andrews. The pair
Denise Mina
entered into a civil partnership in 2016.

UK Publication:
March 2020

Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Jenny Brown, Jenny

Brown Associates
Extent: 272 pages

‘A spellbinding story of triumph and tragedy, war and
sanctuary, emigration and belonging. Fans of Sebald and
De Waal are going to love this’ Gavin Francis

A LONG STRIDE

The Story of the World's No. 1 Scotch Whisky

‘A deeply reflective and moving account of a remarkable
friendship that bridges a century. Homelands is at once
meditative and urgent, humane and journalistic. I learned
so much in these pages, and yet couldn’t stop smiling at the
simple strokes: the love, the kindness, the unlikely places
friendship bloom’ Dina Nayeri

Nicholas Morgan

To watch Chitra talk about Homelands,
please visit: https://tinyurl.com/chitraramaswamy

‘Engrossing and heartwarming’ Bookseller
‘Deeply affecting . . . Sensitive and sympathetic,
Chitra’s friendship with a Jewish refugee, Henry
Wuga, is the subject of her book, which explores
ideas of belonging, seeking refuge and resilience’ i-D Magazine, 2022 Ones to Watch

UK Publication: April 2022
CHITRA RAMASWAMY is an award-winning journalist and author.
Rights Held: World
Her first book, Expecting: The Inner Life of Pregnancy, won the Saltire
Other Rights: Jenny Brown,
First Book of the Year Award and was shortlisted for the Polari
Jenny Brown Associates
Prize. She has contributed essays to Antlers of Water, Nasty Women,
NICHOLAS
with reinvigorating
Extent:
368 pagesMORGAN is Head of Whisky Outreach, tasked
The Freedom
Papers, The Bi-ble and Message from the Skies. She is a TV
heritage blends, including Johnnie Walker. He is the winner
of
an Outstanding
critic for
the Guardian, the restaurant critic for The Times Scotland, a
Achievement in Scotch Whisky Award. His work has earned him a place on
columnist for the National Trust for Scotland and broadcasts regularly
the Queen Elizabeth Scholarship Trustee board, further supporting excellence in British
for BBC
Radio
Scotland.
Craftsmanship. Nicholas was made the forty-eighth inductee
into the
Whisky
Hall ofShe lives in Edinburgh with her partner,
two
young
children
and rescue dog.
Fame in March 2018. He lives in London.
@Chitgrrl
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BELONGING

Natural Histories of Place, Identity and Home

Amanda Thomson
Reflections on family, history, identity, place and
nature, from acclaimed writer and artist Amanda
Thomson

Reflecting on family, identity and nature, Belonging is a
personal memoir about what it is to have and make a home.
It is a love letter to nature, especially the northern landscapes
of Scotland and the Scots pinewoods of Abernethy – home
to standing dead trees known as snags, which support the
overall health of the forest.
Belonging is a book about how we are held in thrall to
elements of our past. It speaks to the importance of
attention and reflection, and will encourage us all to look
and observe and ask questions of ourselves.
Beautifully written and featuring Amanda Thomson’s
artwork and photography throughout, it explores how place,
language and family shape us and make us who we are.
Praise for A Scots Dictionary of Nature:
‘So good’ Robert MacFarlane
‘A reminder of how easily the beauty of language and its
connection with nature can be lost’ Herald
‘A stunning wee book detailing some of the wonderfully
inventive Scots words that document the world around us’
List
‘Full of words and expressions ripe for reappropriation.
Deserves as wide a readership as possible’ Scotsman

To watch Amanda talk about Belonging, please visit:
https://tinyurl.com/amandathomsonbelonging

‘Delightful . . . A celebration of Scotland’s great outdoors,
this is a lovely book’ Scottish Field

UK Publication: August 2022
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Laura
Macdougall, United Agents
Extent: 320 pages

AMANDA THOMSON is a Scottish writer and visual artist, and
a lecturer at the Glasgow School of Art. Her first book, A Scots
Dictionary of Nature, was published in 2018. She has spoken at
many book festivals and had her work published in Antlers of Water,
Willowherb Review, The Wild Isles, Gifts of Gravity and Light and
the Guardian. She lives and works in Strathspey in the Scottish
Highlands and Glasgow.
@passingplace | passingplace.com
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THE INSTANT
Amy Liptrot

The instant Sunday Times
bestseller

The new book from the bestselling and multi-awardwinning author of The Outrun – on the ecology of love
and heartbreak, the urban environment and the digital
age

Wishing to leave behind the quiet isolation of her Orkney island
life, Amy Liptrot books a one-way flight to Berlin. Searching
for new experiences, inspiration and love, she rents a loftbed
in a shared flat and looks for work. She explores the streets,
nightclubs and parks and seeks out the city’s wildlife – goshawks,
raccoons and hooded crows. She looks for love through the
screen of her laptop.
Over the course of a year Amy makes space hoping for the
unexpected. And it comes with an erotic jolt, in the form of a
love affair that obsesses her.
The Instant is an unapologetic look at the addictive power of
love and lust. It is also an exploration of the cycles of the moon,
the flight paths of migratory birds, the mesmerising power of
Neolithic stonework and the trails followed by a generation who
exist online.
‘A slim, luminous account of living and loving in Berlin,
picking up where The Outrun left off’ Sunday Times
‘I loved this book, such an intimate portrayal of emotional
landscapes and the pull of the moon – it’s one I’ll return to
often’ Raynor Winn
‘Intoxicating, generous and refreshingly original. The way
Liptrot weaves her inner life with the natural world and the
digital world is utterly absorbing. This book is so alive and so
wild’ Lucy Jones
To watch Amy talk about The Instant,
please visit: https://tinyurl.com/theinstant

UK Publication: March 2022
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: France (Libella), Germany (btb),
Korea (KL), Netherlands (Ambo/Anthos), Russia
(Ad Marginem Press) & Spain (Volcano)
Other Rights: James Macdonald Lockhart, Antony
Harwood Agency
Extent: 192 pages
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UK Publication: January 2016
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: Finland (Viisas
Elämä Oy), France (GLOBE),
Georgia (KLIO), Germany (btb),
Netherlands (Ambo/Anthos),
Poland (Marginesy), Romania
(Black Button), Russia (Ad
Marginem), Spain (Volcano),
Sweden (Albert Bonniers) & US
(W.W. Norton & Co.)
Other Rights: James Macdonald
Lockhart, Antony Harwood
Extent: 304 pages

AMY LIPTROT is the author of The Outrun, which was
a Sunday Times bestseller. She writes columns and reviews
for various magazines and newspapers including the
Guardian and the Spectator, and recently presented the
BBC Radio 4 series The New Anatomy of Melancholy. The
Outrun was awarded the Wainwright Prize and the PEN
Ackerley Prize, and was shortlisted for the Wellcome
Prize and the Ondaatje Prize. It was a BBC Radio 4
Book of the Week and featured on the BBC Radio 2
32
Book Club.
@amy_may | @amymayyyy

ESSENTIALS

David Whyte
The author of Consolations collects his best poetry
and offers a deep-dive into the significance each one
holds

‘Great poems’, David Whyte has said, ‘are not about
experience, but are the experience itself, felt in the body.’
Essentials is a collection of his own best poems, each in their
way about capturing the experience itself, whether that is in
the daily shifts, the ever-turning seasons or the bigger cycle of
gain and grief that are part of our journey through life. Each
poem is accompanied by a short context on where and when it
was written. Together they form an elegant testament to David
Whyte’s most closely-held understanding – that human life
cannot be apportioned out as one thing or another; rather, it is
best seen as a living conversation, a way between and beyond,
made beautiful by darkness as well as light, at its essence both
deeply solitary and profoundly communal.
This updated edition includes extracts from his 2021
collection, Still Possible.
Praise for Consolations:
‘Keep this book by your bedside forever. I know I will’
Elizabeth Gilbert
‘Consolations, it bears repeating, is an absolutely magnificent
read – the kind that reorients your world and remains a
compass for a lifetime’ Maria Popova
‘We think we know what we are talking about, the meaning
of things, the basic rules of language, until we read David
Whyte’s Consolations where we are forced to reassess everything
and begin again. Such an essential and beautiful book’
Nick Cave

UK Publication: November 2022
Rights Held: World excl. United States
Options: China (Green Beans), Germany
(SPUREN), Italy (TEA), Korea (Catholic),
Netherlands (Cappelen Damm), Spain (KOAN) &
Taiwan (ACME)
Extent: 160 pages

UK Publication: July 2019
Rights Held: World excl. United
States
Rights Sold: China (Green Beans),
Germany (SPUREN), Italy (TEA),
Korea (Catholic), Netherlands (Kok),
Norway (Cappelen Damn), Spain
(Koan) & Taiwan (ACME)
Extent: 192 pages

‘A word can know you better than you know
yourself and I did not fully understand this until
I read Consolations. It is an immensely powerful
book. It is an extraordinary book . . . You will
want to keep it forever’ Lemn Sissay

Internationally acclaimed poet DAVID WHYTE makes his home in
the Pacific Northwest, where rain and changeable skies remind him
of the other, more distant homes from which he comes: Yorkshire,
Wales and Ireland. He holds a degree in Marine Zoology and honorary
degrees from Neumann University in Pennsylvania and Royal Roads
University in Victoria, British Columbia. He is the author of nine
volumes of poetry and four books of prose, as well as a collection of
audio recordings.
@whytedw | davidwhyte.com
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FAITH, HOPE AND CARNAGE

IMAGINE
A COUNTRY
Nick
Cave and
Sean O’Hagan
Ideas for a better future

A meditation on faith, art, music, grief and much
more – from cultural icon and bestselling author Nick
Cave

edited by Val McDermid and Jo

The first step on the road to change is to imagine possibility.
Faith, Hope and Carnage is a book about Nick Cave’s inner
life. Bringing together voices from across the spectrum of Scottish life,
from comedians to economists, writers to musicians, visual artists to
Created
from over
forty hours
of intimate
academics,
Imagine
A Country
reveals the dreams of a future country
conversations
Sean O’Hagan,
it is a profoundly
they’d likewith
to inhabit.
It is a challenge
to politicians everywhere, a
thoughtful
exploration,
in
Cave’s
own
words,
what for
really
provocation to us all, and a much-neededofrecipe
hope.
drives his life and creativity.
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The book
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hopeexamines
and imagination.
oftenart,
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grief debate
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drawsof
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on Cave’s
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and arrows
of 280
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ethic
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A LONG STRIDE

The Story of the World's No. 1 Scotch Whisky

Nicholas Morgan

grocery shop in Kilmarnock to become the world’s number one Scotch?
A treat for whisky aficionados, A Long Stride tells the story of how John
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TIME ON ROCK

A Climber's Route into the Mountains

Anna Fleming

A rock-climber’s eye view of the natural world,
tracing a geological and personal journey across
the British Isles over ten years
In Time on Rock Anna Fleming charts two parallel journeys:
learning the craft of traditional rock climbing, and the new
developing appreciation of the natural world it brings her.
Through the story of her progress from terrified beginner to
confident lead climber she shows us how placing hand and foot
on rock becomes a profound new way into the landscape.
Anna takes us from the gritstone rocks of the Peak District
and Yorkshire to the gabbro pinnacles of the Cuillin, the slate
of North Wales and the high plateau of the Cairngorms. Each
landscape, and each type of rock, brings its own challenges and
unique pleasures. She also shows us how climbing invites us into
the history of a place: geologically, of course, but also culturally.
This book is Anna’s journey of self-discovery, but it is also a
guide to losing oneself in the greater majesty of the natural
world. With great lyricism she explores how it feels to climb
as a woman, about the pleasures of the physical demands of
climbing, about fear and challenge, but more than anything it
is about a joyful connection to the mountains.
‘Refreshing . . . she writes beautifully about landscape, and
her passion for these ancient formations is physical and
poetic’ Observer

‘A climber’s joy of insight and adventure’
Alastair McIntosh

‘So detailed that it’s almost cinematic’ Scotsman

‘Echoing and honouring some of the classics
of climbing literature, the book is a fine
introduction to the genre’ Economist

‘Fleming has written a wonderfully intimate account of
climbing, filled with the rough texture of rocks and the
hard-won elation of reaching for the skies’ Guardian
To watch Anna talk about Time On Rock, please visit:
https://tinyurl.com/timeonrock

‘It reminds me of Nan Shepherd, only the kind
of Nan Shepherd I could go for a pint with’
Helen Mort
‘Fascinating . . . absorbing’ Scotsman
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TIMECODE OF A FACE
HOW
TO
STOP
TIME
Ruth Ozeki
Matt Haig
A revelatory treatise from the Booker-shortlisted author of
A Tale for the Time Being about how her face has shaped
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novel
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Praise for Ruth Ozeki:
‘This is both an extremely vivid picture of a
small family enduring unimaginable loss, and
a very powerful meditation on the way books
can contain the chaos of the world and give
it meaning and order. Annabelle and Benny
Oh try to stay afloat in a sea of things, news,
substances, technological soullessness and
psychiatric quagmires, and the way they learn
to live and breathe and even swim through it
all feels like the struggle we all face. The Book of
Form and Emptiness builds on the themes of A
Tale for the Time Being, and ratifies Ozeki as one
of our era’s most compassionate and original
minds’ David Eggers
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Thom Yorke & Stanley Donwood

A celebration
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IMAGINE
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Radiohead
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for a better
future
KID A MNESIA: A Book of Radiohead
edited by Val McDermid
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and Jo
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A LONG STRIDE

FEAR STALKS THE LAND!: A Commonplace
The Story of the World's No. 1 Scotch Whisky
Book

Nicholas Morgan

In which the writings of the authors Thom Yorke and Stanley Donwood
are gathered together.
The history of Johnnie Walker, beginning in 1820, is also the history
of Scotch whisky. But who was John Walker – the man who started
This commonplace book includes faxes, notes, fledgling lyrics, sketches,
the story? And how did his business grow from the shelves of a small
lists of all kinds and scribblings towards nirvana, as were sent between the
grocery shop in Kilmarnock to become the world’s number one Scotch?
two authors during the period 1999 to 2000 during the creation of the
Radiohead albums Kid A and Amnesiac.
A treat for whisky aficionados, A Long Stride tells the story of how John
Walker and a succession of ingenious and progressive business leaders
This is a document of the creative process and a mirror to the fears,
embraced their Scottish roots to walk confidently on an international
portents and fantasies invoked by the world as its citizens faced a brave
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STANLEY DONWOOD is a graphic designer, artist and writer. He has published three collections of stories and has worked
with Radiohead since 1994, producing all the artwork for their albums and promotional materials.
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BEASTLY
Our Paradoxical Relationships with the Creaturely World
IMAGINE A COUNTRY
Keggie Carew
Ideas for a better future

The Costa-winning author of Dadland invites us to reconnect with
our wild world and see how we can still change our impact on the
environment

edited by Val McDermid and Jo
The first step on the road to change is to imagine possibility.
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is it a singular voice. Our intention in putting this book together is to
stimulate discussion and the sharing of ideas, not shouting matches."
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The Story
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Grounded is a quest – a search for the sacred spaces in the landscape. It’s a journey
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THE COMFORT BOOK
Matt
Haig
IMAGINE
A COUNTRY

Twelve weeks in the Sunday
Times bestseller list and
counting

Ideas for a better future

THE INSTANT NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

edited by Val McDermid and Jo

‘Profound, witty and uplifting’ Observer
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The Story of the World's No. 1 Scotch Whisky
Why We Get Anxious & What We Can Do About It
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The history of Johnnie Walker, beginning in 1820, is also the history

Blending memoir, self-help and science, and offering practical help, Tim
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THE GO-BETWEEN
A Portrait
of Growing
Between Different Worlds
IMAGINE
A Up
COUNTRY

Ideas for
a better future
Osman
Yousefzada

edited by Val McDermid and Jo

A coming-of-age story set in Birmingham in the 1980s and 1990s, The
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Ideas for a better future
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In frantic flight from the Vietnam War, Jay Parini leaves the United States for
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SICK MONEY

The Truth About the Global Pharmaceutical Industry

Billy Kernber
An urgent call to build a new model for the pharmaceutical industry,
from the multi-award-winning Times journalist
The pharmaceutical industry is broken. From the American hedge fund manager who
hiked the price of an AIDS pill from $17.50 to $750 overnight to the children's cancer
drugs left intentionally to expire in a Spanish warehouse, the signs of this dysfunction
are all around. Medicines have become nothing more than financial assets.
Unless we take action we risk a dramatic decline in the pace of drug development
and a future in which medicines go to the highest bidder. In Sick Money investigative
journalist Billy Kenber offers a diagnosis of an industry in crisis and a prescription for
how we can fight back.

UK Publication: October 2021
Rights Held: World
‘Billy Kenber is one of the most promising young journalists in the land, and he
Rights Sold: China (Horizon Books),
has, unsurprisingly, produced a compelling debut which surprises, entertains and
Croatia (Planetopija), Poland (Proszynski
inspires dismay. An essential read’ Sathnam Sanghera
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Other Rights: Heather
‘[Sick Money] distinguishes itself from many other books by its investigative power Holden-Brown, HHB
and meticulous clarity’ The Times
Extent: 432 pages
BILLY KENBER is an investigative journalist at The Times and has worked at the newspaper since 2010. He has won several accolades
including prizes at the UK Press Awards, the British Journalism Awards and two prizes from the Medical Journalists’ Association
including the 2017 award for Outstanding Contribution to Health or Medical Journalism. In 2013 he won the Laurence Stern
Fellowship and worked for the Washington Post for three months. He lives in London.
@billykenber

EXPLORER

The Quest for Adventure, Discovery and the Great Unknown

Benedict Allen

What does it mean to be an explorer in the twenty-first century?
Explorer is the story of what first led Benedict Allen to head for the farthest reaches of
our planet. It is also the story of why, thirty years later, he is still exploring. It’s the story
of a journey back to a clouded mountain in New Guinea to find a man called Korsai
who had once been a friend, and to fulfil a promise made as young men. It is also a
story of what it is to be ‘lost’ and ‘found’.
Allen considers the lessons he has learnt from his numerous expeditions – most
importantly, from the communities he has encountered and that he has spent so
much of his life immersed in. ‘To me personally, exploration isn’t about planting flags,
conquering Nature, or going somewhere in order to make a mark – it’s about the
opposite. It’s about opening yourself up, allowing yourself to be vulnerable, and letting
the place and people make their mark on you.’
‘An unexpectedly funny book. Allen has an ear for . . . the inconsequential’
The Times

UK Publication: March 2022
Rights Held: World
Other Rights: Victoria Hobbs, A.M.
Heath
Extent: 288 pages

BENEDICT ALLEN is an explorer, and a former member of Council and Trustee of the Royal Geographical Society, Patron of the
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Environmental Justice Foundation, The Tony Foundation and Save the Rhino Trust. He is the editor of The Faber Book of Exploration.
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NON-FICTION FAVOURITES
THE LIVING MOUNTAIN: A Celebration of the
Cairngorm Mountains of Scotland by Nan Shepard
A masterpiece of nature writing introduced by Robert
Macfarlane and with an afterword by Jeanette Winterson

Rights Sold: China (ThinKingDom), Croatia (Mozaik), Denmark (A Mock Book), France
(Christian Bourgois), Germany (Matthes & Seitz), Italy (Ponte Alle Grazie), Japan (Misuzu
Shobo), Korea (Tindrum), Netherlands (Arbeiderspers), Poland (Zysk), Portugal (Grupo
Almedina), Slovenia (UMco), Spain (Errata Naturae), Spain Catalan (Sidillà), Taiwan
(ThinKingDom) & Turkey (Kolektif )
UK Publication: August 2011
Extent: 160 pages

THE HEART OF THINGS: On Memory and Lament by
Richard Holloway

A moving and personal anthology from the Sunday Times
bestseller, encompassing melancholy, morality, mortality and
more
UK Publication: November 2021
Extent: 176 pages

HOW TO BE ANIMAL: What It Means to Be Human by
Melanie Challenger
Combining popular science, history and moral philosophy,
this is a wide-ranging and radical take on the human story
and what it means for us today

Rights Sold: Canada (PRH Canada), China (Hunan People's), Germany (Luchterhand),
Italy (Sonda), Japan (Newton), Netherlands (Uitgeverij Ten Have), Portugal (Temas e
Debates), Russia (Phoenix), Spain (Roca), Taiwan (Business Weekly), Turkey (Destek) & US
(Viking)
UK Publication: February 2021
Extent: 272 pages

THIN PLACES by Kerri ní Dochartaigh

A breathtaking mix of memoir, nature writing and history: this
is Kerri ní Dochartaigh’s story of a wild Ireland, an invisible
border, an old conflict and the healing power of the natural
world
UK Publication: January 2021
Extent: 272 pages

BLOOD LEGACY BY ALEX RENTON

One man’s personal discovery of his family’s involvement in
transatlantic slavery leads to his call for a wider reckoning
among the descendants of slave owners
UK Publication: May 2021
Extent: 400 pages

MY ROCK 'N' ROLL FRIEND by Tracey Thorn

An exploration of female friendship and women in music,
from the iconic singer-songwriter and bestselling author of
Another Planet and Bedsit Disco Queen
Rights Sold: Italy (Jimenez)
UK Publication: April 2021
Extent: 256 pages
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RECENT ACQUISITIONS & FORTHCOMING
PUBLICATIONS
FICTION
THE SEERS by Sulaiman Addonia (World excl. North America)
Other Rights: Jessica Craig, Jessica Craig Literary / May 2023
UNTITLED FICTION by Molly Aitken (World)
Other Rights: Hellie Ogden, Janklow & Nesbit / July 2023
MORE FIYA edited by Kayo Chingonyi (World English)
Other Rights: Canongate Books / May 2022
A BALLET OF LEPERS by Leonard Cohen (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Andrew Wylie, The Wylie Agency / October 2022
EUPHORIA by Elin Cullhed (World English)
Other Rights: Ahlander Agency / October 2023
THE HOUSE OF DOORS & THE GIFT OF RAIN by Tan Twan Eng (UK & Commonwealth)
Other rights: Jane Gregory, David Higham Associates / April 2023 and July 2022
THE FIRST BJORN by Nick Frost and Em Muslin (World)
Other Rights: Maggie Hanbury, The Hanbury Agency / March 2024
AN ABUNDANCE OF WILD ROSES by Feryal Ali Gauhar (World)
Other rights: Canongate / June 2023
TOTAL by Rebecca Miller (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other rights: Sarah Chalfant, The Wylie Agency / September 2022
EVEN PRETTY EYES by M. J. Hyland (World)
Other Rights: Canongate / July 2023
ALL FOURS by Miranda July (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Sarah Chalfant, The Wylie Agency / August 2023
THE NIGHT SHIP & UNTITLED by Jess Kidd (UK & Commonwealth)
Other Rights: Sue Armstrong, C&W Agency / August 2022 and August 2024)
LESSONS IN LOVE by Josie Long (World)
Other Rights: Gordon Wise, Curtis Brown / June 2023
UNTITLED NOVEL by Derek Owusu (World)
Other Rights: Crystal Mahey-Morgan at OWN IT! / April 2025
MAY GOD FORGIVE by Alan Parks (World English)
Other Rights: Isobel Dixon, Blake Friedmann Agency / April 2022
WANTING by Malachy Tallack (World)
Other Rights: Jenny Brown, Jenny Brown Associates / May 2023
LEAVING MESHACH by Chika Unigwe (World excl. North America)
Other rights: Kate Johnson, Wolf Literary Services / April 2023
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IDOL, BURNING by Rin Usami (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: New River Literary / November 2022
THRUST by Lidia Yuknavitch (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other rights: Hal Fessenden, Penguin US / July 2022

NON-FICTION
THE HIP HOP MBA: What the Empires, Moguls and Business of Rap Can Teach the World by Nels Abbey (UK &
Commowealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Zoe Ross, United Agents / April 2023
NONE OF THE ABOVE: Reflections on Life Beyond the Binary by Travis Alabanza (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Philippa Sitters, DGA / August 2022
PERSON UNLIMITED by Dean Atta (World)
Other Rights: Becky Thomas, Lewinsohn Literary / February 2024
WOLFISH: A Reckoning With Predator and Prey by Erica Berry (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Emma Leong, Janklow & Nesbit / March 2023
THIS RAGGED GRACE: On Recovery and Renewal by Octavia Bright (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Kirsty McLachlan, Morgan Green Creatives / June 2023
THE ACID QUEEN by Susanne Cahalan (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Alexis Hurley, InkWell Management / March 2024
THE IMMORTAL SISTERHOOD: How Remarkable Women Taught Me How To Live by Gemma Cairney (World)
Other Rights: Becky Thomas, Lewinsohn Literary / July 2023
THE NASHVILLE NOTEBOOK, SELECTED NOTEBOOKS, SELECTED LETTERS and NEW AND
COLLECTED POEMS by Leonard Cohen (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Andrew Wylie, The Wylie Agency / October 2023, October 2023, October 2024 and October 2025
CACOPHONY OF BONE by Kerri ní Dochartaigh (World excl. North America)
Other Rights: Kirsty McLachlan, Morgan Green Creatives / April 2023
LISTEN by Michel Faber (World excl. North America)
Other rights: Claire Conrad, Janklow & Nesbit / September 2023
UPROOTING by Marchelle Farrell (World)
Other rights: Julia Silk, Greyhound Literary / October 2023
BIG FEELINGS: How to Be Okay When Things Are Not Okay by Liz Fosslien & Mollie West Duffy (UK & Commonwealth
excl. Canada)
Other rights: Peggy Boulos Smith, Writers House / July 2022
REVENGE OF THE LIBRARIANS by Tom Gauld (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other rights: Samantha Haywood, Transatlantic Agency / September 2022
TRUE BELIEVERS by Joshua Jelly-Schapiro (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Zoe Pagnamenta, Zoe Pagnamenta Agency / August 2025
HUMAN NATURE: Despatches From the Other Side of Super Fandom by Vanessa Kisuule (World)
Other Rights: Becky Thomas, Lewinsohn Literary / August 2023
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THE MEMORY KEEPER: A Journey Into the Holocaust to Find My Family by Jackie Kohnstamm (UK & Commonwealth
excl. Canada)
Other rights: Rowan Lawton, Soho Agency / April 2023
FOOTPRINTS IN THE WOODS: Living With the Weasel Family by John Lister-Kaye (World English)
Other rights: Catherine Clarke, Felicity Bryan Associates / June 2023
MY LADY PARTS: A Life in Stereotypes by Doon Mackichan (World)
Other Rights: Jo Unwin, Jo Unwin Agency / August 2023
IN SEARCH OF NOW: A Journey To the Centre of Reality by Jo Marchant (World)
Other rights: Will Francis, Janklow & Nesbit / February 2024
PULLING THE CHARIOT OF THE SUN: A Memoir of My Black Childhood With White Racists by Shane McCrae (UK
& Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Natasha Fairweather, Rogers, Coleridge & White / January 2023
I AM NISMAN: A True Crime Story by Denise Mina (World)
Other Rights: Peter Robinson, Rogers, Coleridge & White / August 2023
THE RAREST OF RARE: THE NOIDA KILLINGS: A True Crime Story by Abir Mukherjee (World)
Other Rights: Sam Copeland, Rogers, Coleridge & White / August 2023
SHE CARRIES MY NAME: Reflections on A Warrior Woman by N.S. Nuseibeh (World)
Other Rights: Clare Alexander, Aitken Alexander Associates / March 2024
POETRY UNBOUND: 50 Poems to Open Your World by Pádraig Ó Tuama (World English excl. US)
Other Rights: Clare Conville, C&W / October 2022
OVERNIGHT by Dan Richards (World)
Other rights: Carrie Plitt, Felicity Bryan Associates / July 2024
MADLY, DEEPLY: The Alan Rickman Diaries by Alan Rickman (World English excl. US)
Other Rights: DHH Literary Agency / October 2022
BLACK GHOSTS by Noo Saro-Wiwa (World)
Other Rights: Elise Dillsworth Agency / May 2023
BI: The Hidden Culture, History and Science of Bisexuality by Julia Shaw (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Kirsty McLachlan, David Godwin Associates / June 2022
THE WOLF YOU FEED: On Masculinity and Heartbreak by Jordan Stephens (World English)
Other rights: Zoe Ross, United Agents / April 2024
WHY WOMEN GROW by Alice Vincent (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other Rights: Rachel Mills, Rachel Mils Literary Ltd / March 2023
WHAT IS A DOCTOR?: The Trouble With Medicine Today by Phil Whitaker (UK & Commonwealth excl. Canada)
Other rights: Andrew Gordon, David Higham Associates / July 2023
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I AM NISMAN by Denise Mina (World)
Other Rights: Peter Robinson, RCW / May 2021
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‘Consider your craft as an energy alive
in you. It’s just as much a part of the
cycle of evolution as plants and animals.
It wants to grow. It wants to flower.’
Rick Rubin, The Creative Act
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